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mid-1950' s. However, during the bers remain on the membership rolls
1980' s, it declined or stagnated in mostin these countries. This is somewhat

of the countries examined. Sweden and

less likely in other countries, where
Denmark had the highest levels andunemployment may lead to a lapse in
were also the only countries in which union membership, especially if the

union density rose consistently until atduration is long.5 In addition, retired
and self-employed persons who belong
Industrial relations practices differScandinavian countries have been
to unions are included in the figures
widely among the developed countries,
for some countries but excluded in
highly successful in recruiting women
and union membership data serve asand members of the growing service
others.
important background information forsector.
least the mid-1980' s. Unions in both

understanding how relationships be- The material presented here is based
Sources. Union membership data are
tween labor and management have on data and information compiled by
derived from two sources: household

evolved over time. Internationally com-the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as well
surveys and reports undertaken by the
parable data would be helpful in as-as on several detailed studies by other
unions themselves. Currently, the
sessing the relative roles of unions inresearchers. George Bain and Robert
United
States is the only country that
different countries.
derives its time series data on union
Price's 1980 study yielded union memThis report investigates the compabership data and presented a full dismembership from a household survey.
rability of union membership statistics

cussion of problems associated with
Other countries, including Australia
in the United States and 11 foreignmeasurement of union-related data in
and Canada, have also experimented
countries and concludes that interna-

the United States, Canada, Australia, with the survey technique, but data are

tional comparisons should be made and selected European countries.2 Kenavailable only for a few years. Austra-

with caution. The figures published byneth Walsh's and Jelle Visser' s subselia has published results from suppleeach country are useful indicators of quent work examined methods of measments to its household surveys in Aubroad trends, but they should not be urement of such data in many Eurogust 1976, May 1982, and August 1986,
used to compare levels of unioniza-pean countries.3 Visser' s 1991 update
1988, and 1990. (See table 1.) In Canada,
tion, commonly termed union density
expanded coverage to several non-Eu- data exist from surveys on labor mar(union membership as a percent of paid
ropean countries.4 The present reportket activity carried out from 1986 to
employment).1 In some cases, the un- draws on Visser' s work for adjustments
1989. The Canadian surveys report
adjusted data also present a distorted of the European countries' data to a more
union membership on a somewhat difindication of comparative trends.
ferent basis than the U.S. and Austrainternationally comparable basis.
Data adjusted for differences in covlian surveys.6
erage show that the gap between the Comparability issues
In all of the countries studied beUnited States and other countries in

The statistical offices in most devel-

sides the United States, including Aus-

union density is not as wide as the
oped countries have compiled data ontralia and Canada, regularly published
unadjusted statistics would indicate.
union membership data are obtained
union membership for many years.
However, the United States remains a

from the reports of unions. The data
Table 1 presents these regularly pubcountry of low union density in comlished data for each country studied.either emanate directly from the indiparison with Canada, Australia, Japan,
However, differences in sources, re-vidual unions and confederations or
and most of Western Europe.
are supplied by the unions and confedporting techniques, definitions, and
The United States is unique among
erations
to government statistical agencoverage
of
the
data
render
comparithe countries studied in that union densons across countries difficult. These
cies, which then compile and publish
sity has fallen continuously since the
the data. From 1930 to 1980, a bls sedifferences often reflect the widely

ries was also obtained directly from
varying institutional frameworks within

Clara Chang prepared this report while working
which

the labor unions, by way of a biennial
the unions operate. For instance,

on a cooperative education assignment in the
the fact that Swedish and Danish unions questionnaire. The organizations that
Division of Foreign Labor Statistics, Bureau of

Labor Statistics. Constance Sorrentino is an

responded to the questionnaire promanage unemployment benefit funds

economist in the same division.

vided, through their own determination,
means that unemployed union mem-
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the average number of dues-paying mem-

bers. This BLS series is shown, along
with the series from the Current Population Survey, in table 1.
France has no direct source of union

ries for the United States (based on
union reports) shows significantly

federations. Members of independent,
nonaffiliated unions, found mainly in
the public sector but also in financial
services, are not included, because no

higher figures than the second series,
which is based on the Current Popula-

reliable data exist for them. Also not

tion Survey (CPS). In 1980, a year in

which employee associations are covmembership statistics. Neither the gov- included are organizations of manageered in both U.S. series, the union rerial staffs, which have become increasernment nor the unions compile any
ports yield about 2 million more memnational data. The figures for France in ingly important in the 1980' s. Visser
estimates that the understatement
table 1 are based on several individual
bers than the CPS. Likewise, Australia's
two
studies and confederation reports thatranges from 4 to 8 percentage points
inseries show large differences. In 1988
and 1990, for example, the membership
were collected and analyzed by Visser.7 adjusted union density.10 This spread
data from union reports were more than
implies an understatement of about
700,000 higher than the household surDefinitions. There is no internation-500,000 to 1 million members in the
vey figures.
ally agreed-upon definition of what1980' s. The three Italian confederations
4 Denmark and Sweden, the maconstitutes a union. Each country has estimate that there are probably over In
jority of the unemployed are likely to
its own perception or interpretation. Inmillion members of independent
the United States, the definition has unions.11 However, this figure includes remain union members because the
changed over the years to become more self-employed, retired, and unem- unions in those countries manage un-

encompassing and includes employeeployed members, whereas such per-

employment benefit programs. To

far as they represent employee inter-

some extent, unemployed members are
also included in the membership fig-

associations that act like unions inso-

sons are excluded in Visser' s estimate.

ests and engage in collective bar- Data coverage. Data derived from la-ures in other countries that rely on

bor force or household surveys reportunion reports. According to Walsh,
gaining. For example, members of the
National Education Association, the
on union members who are employed "Unions have attempted to retain their
American Nurses Association, and po- wage and salary workers. The unem-unemployed members in many cases,
lice and firefighters' associations are ployed, the self-employed, and mem- or at least to keep them in touch with

now included in U.S. union member-

bers who are out of the work force due

the union. This usually involves the

to retirement or other reasons are not
payment of a token subscription or even
ship statistics. In other countries, the
complete remission of dues."12 Bain
trend has also been toward including perencompassed by these statistics.
and Price note that many unemployed
sons belonging to employee associations.For the statistics derived from union
reports, the method of counting mem- workers try to maintain their union
Visser prefers the definition used
bers varies from union to union. Some
membership in order to receive inforby the Australian Bureau of Statistics:
unions include only fully paid-up work-mation about job openings, in order to
"an organization, consisting predomiers, while others also cover members acquire access to openings that exist in
nantly of employees, the principal acwho are exempt from payment of fullclosed trades, and also for social and
tivities of which include the negotiasuch as those who are unempolitical reasons.13 However, Walsh
tion of rates of pay and conditions dues,
of
ployed, working part time, retired, dis- points out that the long-term unememployment for its members."8 This
abled, on strike, or receiving educa- ployed tend to allow their membership
definition encompasses "employee ortion or training. While many unionsto lapse.14
ganizations and professional associations, even when collective bargaining
count as members only those whose There are no unemployed union
is not their main activity; however,dues
it are paid, others tabulate their members in the U.S. and Australian
excludes associations [that] are dependmembers by counting the number of survey series, which question only emunion votes cast. Australia's unions
ent on employers, [that] reject collecployed wage and salary workers. The
tive in favor of individual represenreport data on both "financial" memCanadian survey questions all persons
surveyed about their union affiliation,
tation, do not seek a role in negotiations,
bers (dues-paying members no more
than 6 months in arrears) and total
or consist mainly of self-employed perbut reports separately on union membersons."9 Visser uses the Australian defiship among wage and salary workers.
membership. In 1990, total memberThere is some evidence that the
nition as a guideline in formulating his ship was 12 percent higher than finanown definition of a union. Thus, he
cial membership.
union report series in the United States
focuses on members of organizations
A good illustration of the impact
included
of
decreasing numbers of laidwhose principal activities are collec- the difference in coverage between
off workers during the 1970' s. 15 This
tive bargaining and consultation with membership data based on household
also occurred in some European counemployers. Organizations of self-emsurveys and membership data based
tries, particularly during the recession
ployed persons (for example, profes- on union reports is provided byofthe
the early 1980' s. Walsh reports that
sionals, salespersons, and small farmers) two series available for the United
"the rapid increase in the numbers unIt is
are excluded because they do not engage States and Australia. (See table 1.) employed
can be considered the most
in such activities.
obvious that quite different figures
on
important
factor which has reduced
The Italian data reported in table 1 union membership are obtained by
us- membership in some of the coununion
cover only the three major union con- ing the different sources. The first
se- such as . . . Italy, the Netherlands,
tries
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and the U.K."16

counted in the survey-based statistics,lifetime membership to long-serving
Although union members who are such persons tend to be included in themembers, and retired members may
retired from the work force are not
union reports. Many unions grant fullwish to maintain their links with the

Table 1. Union membership in 12 countries, unadjusted data, 1955-90
voar Year United United rnnnHfl Canada Aus- Aus- Japan . Den- France F Ger- ltaly . . 5 Nether- Sweden Switzervoar Year States1 States2 Canada rnnnHfl tralia3 traila4 Japan . mark F France many . ltaly . 5 lands Sweden land
Number (thousands)

1955 .... 16,802 - 1,268 1,802 - 6,286 861 2,554 7,499 5,536
1960.... 17,049 - 1,459 1,912 - 7,662 987 2,592 7,687 3,908
1965 .... 17,299 - 1,589 2,116 - 10,147 1,075 2,914 7,986 4,011
1970.... 21,248 - 2,173 2,331 - 11,605 1,170 3,549 7,958 5,530

1,221
1,354
1,462
1,524

1,722 663 9,738
1,879 728 9,835
2,161 783 10,325
2,552 795 11,187

1975.... 22,361 16,780 2,884 2,833 - 12,590 1,359 3,882 8,623 7,707 1,710 3,053 887
1976 .... 22,662 17,403 3,042 2,800 2,513 12,509 1,445 3,865 8,736 8,241 1,726 3,165 905
1977 .... 22,456 19,335 3,149 2,798 - 12,437 1,553 3,833 8,800 8,459 1,770 3,287 897
1978 .... 22,880 19,548 3,278 2,831 - 12,383 1,629 3,677 9,095 8,680 1,785 3,396 905

12,026
12,386
12,846
13,112
1979 .... 22,435 20,986 - 2,874 - 12,309 1,734 3,535 9,217 8,816 1,792 3,334 900 13,289

1980 .... 22,228 20,095 3,397 2,956 - 12,369 1,793 3,374 9,261 9,005 1,789 3,413 904 12,947
1981 .... - - 3,487 2,994 - 12,471 1,840 3,383 9,341 8,930 1,736 3,455 902 12,106
1982 .... - - 3,617 3,012 2,568 12,526 1,900 3,237 9,226 8,910 1,724 3,505 901 11,593
1983 .... - 17,717 3,563 2,985 - 12,520 1,965 3,118 9,109 8,860 1,647 3,573 896 11,236
1984 .... - 17,340 3,651 3,028 - 12,464 1,989 3,079 9,017 8,988 1,583 3,644 890 10,994
1985 .... - 16,996 3,666 3,154 - 12,418 2,034 2,944 9,324 8,861 1,540 3,762 882 10,821
1986 .... - 16,975 3,730 3,186 2,594 12,343 2,064 - 9,351 8,925 1,542 3,818 877 10,539
1987 .... - 16,913 3,782 3,240 - 12,272 2,119 - 9,344 9,167 1,554 3,840 882 10,475
1988 .... - 17,002 3,841 3,291 2,536 12,227 2,073 - 9,388 9,543 1,568 3,855 886 10,238
1989 .... - 16,960 3,944 3,410 - 12,227 2,079 1,970 9,463 - 1,607 3,868 887 1990 .... - 16,740 4,031 3,422 2,660 12,265 2,034 - - - 1,426 - 892 -

Percent of total civilian wage and salary employees

1955
1960
1965
1970

.... 33 - 31 64 - 36 59 21 44 57
.... 31 - 30 61 - 33 63 20 40 34
... . 28 - 28 46 - 36 63 20 38 33
... . 30 - 31 43 - 35 64 22 37 43

32
33
32
31

46
45
45
50

83 35
85 37
88 36
90 36
87 36

53
55
57
58
57

1980 .... 25 22 35 47 - 31 86 19 40 62 41 88 35
1981 .... - - 35 47 - 31 91 19 40 62 39 89 35
1982 .... - - 38 47 40 31 94 18 40 62 39 91 35
1983 .... - 19 37 47 - 30 96 18 40 62 38 92 35
1984 .... - 18 37 47 - 29 93 17 40 63 36 93 35

56
55
54
53
52

1975 .... 29 22
1976 ... . 28 22
1977 .... 27 23
1978 .... 26 22
1979 .... 25 23

41
42
40
38

34 48 - 35 72 23 39 56 42
36 47 42 34 75 22 40 60 42
36 47 - 33 79 22 40 60 43
37 47 - 33 83 21 41 62 43
- 47 - 32 84 20 40 62 42

62
62
68
75

1985 .... - 17 36 47 - 29 92 17 40 61 34 95 32 51
1986 ... . - 17 36 46 37 28 89 - 40 61 34 96 32 49
1987 .... - 17 35 45 - 28 91 - 40 63 33 97 32 49
1988 .... - 16 35 44 34 27 88 - 39 65 33 96 31 46
1989 .... - 16 35 44 - 26 90 11 39 - 33 95 31 1990

....

-

16

36

43

34
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union membership. However, the ad- ers. The figure is very low in the United
ministrative union reports are subject States, where only 2 percent of all farm
to greater inaccuracies. In most cases, workers belong to unions. In some
membership statistics provided by countries, however, union density in
union members is increasing as theunions are submitted on a voluntary agriculture is extensive. For example,
population ages in developed countries.basis, and there is little or no verifica- more than 90 percent of all agricultion of the data. Most unions have diftural workers are organized in Italy,
For example, almost one-third of all
union members in Italy are pensioners,ficulties in keeping accurate and up- about half are in Sweden, and one-

union. In some cases, the provision of
death benefits through the union may
be an incentive to stay associated with
the union.17 The number of retired

up from 10 percent in the early 1970' s.to-date union membership records. third are in Denmark.20 Because there
Pensioner unions are now the largest Members who have left the union, ei- is such agricultural unionization, it was
single union group in each of the Ital-ther voluntarily or by death, may notdecided in this report to include agriian confederations. There are also sig-be deleted promptly from the rolls. cultural workers in the denominator of
nificant numbers of pensioners in theFurthermore, overlapping membership the density ratio.
Use of the labor force instead of
union membership figures for the Neth-can cause inflation of the figures. Thus,
workers who are members of two or
only employed workers may be a more
erlands (17 percent), Germany, and
logical denominator in some countries
Sweden (about 12 percent each). Inmore unions will be counted more than
once. This does not occur in the housewhere unemployed workers tend to reDenmark, the proportion of retirees in

union membership figures was lowhold surveys, which enumerate eachmain on union membership rolls. In

until 1976, when reforms made early person's union membership only once.the United States, however, such workretirement from the labor force more
A union may also inflate its numberers are not included in the CPS series;
attractive and made early retirement of members for prestige, to impressthus, U.S. density figures are more logibenefits payable through funds closely employers and members, and to show cally computed on the basis of emassociated with the unions. Pensioners
strength to rival unions. On the otherployment. But for countries such as
now comprise an estimated 8 percent hand, a union may deflate its member-Denmark and Sweden, where unions
ship numbers to lessen per capita pay-maintain unemployment benefit funds,
of Danish union membership.18
Self-employed persons may also ments to federations, political parties,it would be more appropriate to include the unemployed in the denomijoin unions, although they are less in-lobbyists, and the government.19
nator and base the ratio on the labor
clined to do so than are wage and salBase for density ratio. Union density force. Alternatively, adjustments could
ary workers. According to Visser, significant numbers of small tenant farm- is, ideally, a measure of those who joinbe made to the numerator to exclude
ers and their families, as well as other
unions as a percent of all those eligible unemployed members of unions.

self-employed persons such as news-to join. However, such a definition

would shift over time, and it would notAdjusted statistics
paper vendors, are members of the Ital-

permit a common definition acrossIn
ian union confederations. Although

order to facilitate international com-

self-employed persons may also formcountries. Therefore, in table 1, the sizeparisons, a common concept of coverunions in the United States, they are of civilian wage and salary employ-age had to be selected. The following
not included in the CPS series because
ment is used as the domain of potentialanalysis presents data adjusted to cover
only wage and salary workers are ques-union membership. This is a conven-union members who are employed
tioned about their union status.
ient, although not entirely appropriate,wage and salary workers. This coverMilitary personnel may also belong denominator for the density ratio be-age is in accord with the current U.S.
to unions in the European countries. cause not all reported union members method, and it is also the most feasible
However, in the United States, Canada, are employees. For instance, whereone for adjustment purposes. It is a
and Japan, armed forces personnel are pensioners, self-employed persons, the restrictive concept, excluding union
prohibited by law from unionizing. unemployed, and military personnel aremembers who are unemployed, selfMilitary unions exist in Australia, and included in union membership figures,employed, or retired. Therefore, it fotheir members are included in the union

the civilian wage and salary employ-cuses on those union members who are

reports series, but they are excluded in ment denominator will not encompassmost directly influenced by union acthe survey series, which covers only all the persons in the numerator. Con- tivities. Unions are largely geared to
civilians.
sequently, the density ratios in table 1catering to the needs of those who are

(except for the household survey se-employed, acting, for example, as

Reporting errors. Union membership ries in the United States and Australia) agents in collective bargaining negodata are subject to inaccurate report- will be overstated to a degree that var-tiations or on behalf of a member in a
ing, both in household surveys and in ies from country to country.
grievance case.
union reports. In household surveys, Density ratios are often calculated
Table 2 shows union membership
sampling errors as well as nonsampling as a percent of the nonagricultural la-data adjusted to a civilian employed
errors, such as inaccurate proxy an- bor force or nonagricultural employ- wage and salary workers basis for 3
swers, can occur. For example, the re- ment. However, all of the countries
years - 1970, 1980, and 1989, unless
spondent may not be completely in-studied have some degree of union or- otherwise indicated. Data for Canada,
formed about the employed person's ganization among agricultural work- the United States, and Australia were
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Table 2. Union membership and union density in 12 countires, adjusted to employed member basis,1 1970,
1980, and 1989

Employed union membership Civilian wage and salary workers Density ratios

Country (thousands) (thousands) (percent)
United

States

Australia
Canada

Japan

Denmark
France

Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden

Switzerland

United

Kingdom

Outlook (Paris,
Organisation for Econonomic Co-operation
1 Data are adjusted toEmployment
cover
employed
wage and s
and Development, July 1991), p. 101. Visser's
estimates for
Italy have
only. Pensioners, the unemployed,
and
self-employe
excluded.
been further adjusted by bls to include members of independent unions
2 1976.
in 1980 and 1989. Visser's density ratios for Italy, excluding the
independent union members, were 49 percent in 1980 and 39 percent in
3 1982.
1989. Data for the United States and Australia are from household
4 1988.
surveys, which question only employed wage and salary workers about
5 March 1990.

6 March 1990 union membership as a percent of 1989 wage and salary

workers.

7 1986.

Source: Employed union membership for European countries from
Jelle Visser, "Trends in Trade Union Membership," chapter 4 in oecd

their union affiliation. Data for Canada are from the Labour Market Activity

Survey and represent union membership in the first paid job during the
year. Japan's data are from union reports, which do not include many
retired, self-employed, or unemployed members. Dashes indicate data

not available.

taken directly from household surveys
to some overstatement in membershipzerland. The Danish data are adjusted
and require no adjustments because
statistics reported by unions, but the using a ratio from a Belgian study
they relate to membership of employed
overstatement is in most cases slight, which indicated that 80 percent of all
wage and salary workers only. For the
provided union membership is definedunemployed workers are union members. In both countries, unions are inEuropean countries, Visser has recalconsistently."21
volved in the administration of unemculated the reported membership figAdjustments. Visser uses a combina-ployment insurance, so this procedure
ures to exclude retired, self-employed,
and unemployed workers, where their
tion of methods to adjust the data fromappears to be reasonable. Based on a
numbers are significant. He has also
union reports.22 Sometimes the datanational study, 2 percent of reported

excluded members of armed forces

necessary for adjustment were avail-union members were estimated to be
able from union or confederation
unions, where they exist. Data from
unemployed in the United Kingdom in
Visser consulted. In most cases,
Japanese union reports were not records
adthe 1980' s. No adjustments were made
he uses ratios derived from the data for
justed, because the number of workers
for unemployed union members in
Germany and Japan because the numbers were believed to be very small in

large confederations to adjust the figures
who were not wage and salary workers
for all unions in the country. In several
figures appeared to be very small. Theinstances, he depends on studies caradjusted figures presented in table ried
2 out by other researchers. And in a
provide a better basis for comparisonfew cases, he makes estimates for a

both countries.

table 1.

members allowed for a reasonably ac-

and who should be excluded from the

In Italy, Germany, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United

than the unadjusted series shown in
country based on data from another Kingdom, union reports on retired
country with a similar union system.

No adjustments are possible for

Adjustments are made to exclude curate estimate of their share. The ad-

some of the differences noted earlier,
self-employed union members only in justment ratio for retired workers that
applied to the Swedish Confederation
such as double counting, deliberatelythose countries in which their numbers
inflated union membership, or reportare significant - most notably, Italy. of Trade Unions was used to adjust the
These adjustments are based on union data for its sister organization in Dening errors. However, Visser makes
records. The available data on union
mark. For France, adjustment factors
comparisons of union reports (adjusted
membership allow the exclusion of were
the derived from a national study.
to include only employed union memSome retired workers may be included
bers) with survey data, for the coun-unemployed (between 1 and 5 percent
in the Japanese statistics, but union
of gross membership) in France, Italy,
tries and years where this is possible,
and concludes that "these factors lead
the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switdensity declines substantially among
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show increases. In general, this differthe lower end of the range was taken
ence is because there were more unemfor 1980 and the higher end for 1989.
or retired persons omitted in
This may be a conservative estimate,ployed
as
the latter part of the 1980' s than at the
it is well below the figure of more than
beginning of the decade.
4 million supplied by the confederations. However, that figure is not adjusted to an employed member basis.Comparative levels. Despite adjustments to exclude significant numbers
of unemployed and retired union memResults of adjustments. Table 3 shows
bers, the two Scandinavian countries,
that, for Australia, Canada, and all the
Denmark and Sweden, remained the
European countries (with the excepcountries with the highest unionization
tion of France, for which there is only

employees aged 45 and over, suggest-

ing that the number is small. In the
future, this may change, however: at
its annual meeting in June 1991, the All

Japan Postal Labor Union decided to
begin a Postal Union Club as a lifetime
union membership system that would
include former members. The system,
to begin in January 1992, was reported
to be the first of its kind in the Japanese
labor movement.23
Visser notes that the Italian data ex-

levels. (See table 3.) Sweden had 84
clude independent unions, but he does Visser' s adjusted series and no unadpercent of its wage and salary workers
not make an adjustment with regard tojusted series), adjusted density ratios
unionized in 1989, while Denmark had
this point. He simply says that the stand-in 1989 (or the latest year available) are
75 percent unionized. After these two
ardized series for Italy is likely to un-usually significantly lower than the
derestimate the level of unionization in
countries, there is a significant drop to
corresponding unadjusted ratios. The
Italy, where nearly half of the wage
the 1980' s compared with the 1970' s largest adjustments are for Italy and
and relative to other countries. BLS has
Denmark, followed by Sweden and
and salary workers belonged to unions
made an additional adjustment to theAustralia. Canada and Switzerland have

in 1989, and the United Kingdom,

Italian figures for 1980 and 1989 in table much lesser adjustments. Clearly, ad-where about 2 out of 5 were union
2, to include an estimate of the numberministrative sources tend to overstate
members in that year.
and share of the nonaffiliated union

employed union membership to vary- Most of the remaining countries
were in the range of one-quarter to oneing degrees across countries.
members. For 1980, 4 percentage points
third of employees unionized. The
were added to the union density (as ad-It is also important to note the difUnited States and France were the counferences in trends between the adjusted
justed by Visser to an employed member
tries with the lowest levels of unionand unadjusted data. In all cases except
basis) and 500,000 persons to the adization.
justed union membership. For 1989, the
8 United Kingdom, the adjusted series show lower growth or greater losses
percentage points and about 1,100,000

Comparative trends. In terms of abin union membership than the unadpersons were added. These are rough
solute numbers, adjusted union memjusted series. In Australia, Germany,
adjustments based upon the estimated
bership increased only in Denmark and
and Italy, the adjusted data indicate
ranges supplied by Visser. Since indedeclines in union membership duringSweden (and probably in Canada) durpendent unions have been increasing

their membership in Italy in the 1980'the
s, 1980' s, while the unadjusted dataing the 1980' s. The French union move-

Table 3 Comparison of adjusted and unadjusted union membership statistics, 12 countries

Densitv ratio 1989 Percent change in union Percentage point change

Country ' membership, 1980-89 in density ratio, 1980-89

Adjusted Unadjusted Adjusted Unadjusted Adjusted Unadjusted
United

States

Australia1
Canada

Japan

Denmark2
France

Germany
Italy3
Netherlands
Sweden

Switzerland4

United

Kingdom5

4
1986 ratio;
for
dens
density
198
5
1988
for
dens
density
ratio;
198
Note:
Adjusted
Japan.
989
for
adjusted
density
r
Tables 1 and 2. Dashes indicate data not available. 1
adjusted Sources:
changes,
980-

1

1988

for

2

1990

for

3

1

for
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ment experienced the largest decline,ployed labor force in the 1980' s. Onepluralistic and conflictual."30 Faction-

factor common to all of the countries
losing more than 40 percent of its mem-

alism and mutual animosities among

studied that may have contributed toFrench unions have contributed to their
bership between 1981 and 1989. British
unions lost about one-fifth of their tothis stagnation or decline was the deepdecline. In addition, many of the other
factors mentioned were operating in
tal membership, and by the end of the recession in all of them in the earlier
decade, American unions lost 1 out of part of the decade. During that time,France in a mutually reinforcing way.31

every 7 members they had in 1980. many union members lost their jobs The Swedish and Danish unions are
also distinct cases. Significant elements
Lesser losses were experienced by and eventually left their unions.

unions in the Netherlands, Italy, and

in their continued growth and high levA longer term factor that may have

els of density were their successes in
Switzerland. Membership in Austra- been operative was the changing comunionizing women and in organizing
lian and Japanese unions declined only position of the work force, away from
the more highly unionized industrialthe service sector, particularly comslightly during the 1980' s.
sector and toward the service sector,mercial and financial services. In both
countries, there is a long history of
which historically has been more diffibership did not keep pace with the
organizing white-collar workers; concult to organize. Employment in the
country's rise in paid employment, so
"smokestack" industries (iron and steel,
sequently, a large proportion of clerithat every country studied except Swecal workers in commerce and finance
automobiles), the traditional source of
den experienced a decline in adjusted
are union members. In Sweden, union
union strength, was stagnant or declindensity ratios during the 1980' s. The
density approaches three-quarters of all
ing in most countries, including the
decline was the greatest in the United
workers in the finance, insurance, real
United States, during the period studKingdom, at 10 percentage points, folestate, and business services sector; in
ied. In addition, the agricultural seclowed by France and the Netherlands.
Denmark's increase in union mem-

the United States, only 2 percent of
tor, typically an area of low unionThe United States, Australia, Japan,

workers in that sector are unionized.
Italy, and Switzerland all had densityization, became so small that movement
Sweden and Denmark are also the only
out
of
it
no
longer
contributed
signifidecreases of 5 or 6 percentage points.
countries studied in which the gap in
cantly to union density growth. InThe smallest losses in union density
the unionization of males and females
occurred in Denmark and Germany. creases in the part-time and temporary
work forces were factors in some counUnions fared better in the 1970' s
has virtually disappeared. In the United
notably Japan and France.25 Such States, 19 percent of all male wage and
than in the 1980' s. During the 1970' stries,
with unadjusted data used for Canadaworkers are only slowly being orga- salary workers are unionized, while the
nized into unions. The rising propor- figure for women is 13 percent. In most
and the United States and adjusted data
tion of women in the labor force also
for the other countries - about 10 milof the other countries studied, the dislion union members were added to the
was undoubtedly a factor. Unionizaparity is even wider. For example, in
Germany, almost half of the male wage
rolls in the 12 countries studied. Bytion rates for women are well below
contrast, between 1980 and 1989, some those for men, except in Scandinavia.26
and salary workers are unionized, but
7 million union members were lost.

Other factors that have been men-

only about one-fifth of the women

tioned in various studies are union orare.
During the earlier decade, union memganizing skills and efforts, union milibership increased in all countries studtancy and labor strife, and government
ied except France, and union density
Footnotes

□

rose in seven of the countries. The

policy, as in the United Kingdom,
where legislative changes greatly nar- Acknowledgment: Joyanna Moy, an
United States, Australia, Japan, and

rowed the scope of union power in theeconomist in the Division of Foreign Labor
France were the only countries with deStatistics, supervised the collection of and per1980' s.27 In the United States, the 1980
clining union density in both decades.

In all four cases, the declines were

formed complicated adjustments to the data for

milder in the 1970' s than in the 1980' s.

deregulation of trucking and the airthis report.
lines brought intense competition be- 1 Union density is a commonly used term in

tween union and nonunion firms in

the national and international literature on union

Explanatory factors

these industries.28 Societal attitudes

membership. See, for example, George Bain

Trends in and levels of union density toward unions also played a role: mem-and Robert Price, Profiles of Union Growth
(Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1980); Kenneth
are diverse, and there is no common bership losses in Japan have been at- Walsh, Trade Union Membership: Methods and
explanation of the data described tributed to a widespread lack of faithMeasurement in the European Community
(Brussels, EUROSTAT, 1985); and Jelle Visser,
above. An indepth treatment would in unions by society as a whole.29
Within Europe, France stands out"Trends in Trade Union Membership," chapter
require a wide-ranging investigation of
4 in OECD Employment Outlook (Paris,
economic, social, institutional, and
as a country with relatively low union
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
political factors in each country. This density and particularly sharp losses inDevelopment, July 1991), pp. 97-134. Some

section will only mention the major membership. Except for a couple ofauthors use the term to denote union member-

factors and refer the reader to other

peak years (1936 and 1946), union rep-ship

as a percent of the labor force, while oth-

resentation was never very high iners use it to mean union membership as a percent of total or nonagricultural wage and salary
further information on the subject.24 France. According to Visser, "In no
employment. In this report, union density is
Except in the Scandinavian coun-other country in Western Europe is the
defined to be union membership as a percent of
tries, unions lost members in the emtrade union system to such a degreetotal civilian wage and salary employment.

national and international studies for
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